
   If ever students needed a strong basic skills and word attack program - the time is NOW!  
The Orton-Gillingham approach is the prime basis behind the VoWac skills program.
   Orton–Gillingham (OG) was the first program designed for struggling readers. Several 
reading approaches are based on it.  VoWacü's OG approach teaches the connections 
between sounds and letters.  Of all the skills programs specifically designed to help struggling 
readers by explicitly teaching the connections between letters and sounds, Orton–Gillingham 
was the first. VoWacü has used OG as a vehicle to deliver these much needed skills. Today
—many decades later— the Orton–Gillingham approach is proving to be highly effective.
   VoWacü is a highly structured program that introduces the idea of breaking reading and 
spelling down into smaller skills involving letters and sounds, and then building on these skills 
over time. VoWac uses the “multisensory” approach to teaching reading, which is considered 
the gold standard for teaching students with dyslexia. This means that instructors use sight, 
hearing, touch and movement to help students connect language with letters and words
VoWacü focuses on "how" & "why"
   VoWacü focuses on teaching kids to read at the word level. While it can help develop 
reading comprehension, that is not the program’s primary goal.  This approach uses multiple 
pathways to help kids learn. For example, students might learn the letter s by seeing it, saying 
its name and sounding it out while writing it with their fingers in a sand tray or in shaving cream.
   Of all reading programs, Orton–Gillingham has the most research to support its approach.  
That’s why many classroom teachers choose to use the strategies found in VoWacü, which 
are  based on the OG philosophy, in their reading instruction.  VoWac easily rests it laurels on 
the research behind Orton-Gillingham  We put a strong emphasis on understanding the “how” 
and “why” behind reading. Students may explore why the letter 's' sounds one way in the word 
plays, and another way in the word snake. Once they know consistent rules and patterns, they 
are better able to decode words on their own.
   VoWacü has created easy-to-use teacher lessons that follow the OG scope and sequence of 
skills.  In order for students to master of the English language, they will need to be able to 
decode it.  VoWacü is the research based skills curriculum that will give your students a 
definite learning edge.

Research supporting VoWacý skills

Two Nebraska 
kindergarten students 
sporting their new "IT is 
in the Igloo" t-shirts.  
Your kindergarten 
students could be next!
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Orton-Gillingham approach successful
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Posi t ive and negat ive thoughts can become 
sel f - fu l f i l l ing prophecies;  What  we expect  can 
often come true.   This  same holds t rue for  
student  expectat ions;  whether  we th ink a  
student  can or  can' t ,  we're  r ight .

  An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life. “A 
fight is going on inside me,” he said to the boy.
  It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves. One 
is evil – he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, 
arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, 
false pride, superiority, and ego.” He continued, “The 
other is good – he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, 
humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, 
truth, compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on 
inside you – and inside every other person, too.”
 The grandson thought about it for a minute and then 
asked his grandfather, “Which wolf will win?”
The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.”

I f  you want  to  see what  k ids can do -  stop doing 
th ings for  them.   Feed them opportuni ty .   They 
wil l  achieve.
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We teach how we learn, 
not how we were taught.  
Keep that in mind when 
you are trying to teach 
to a student.  Do you 
know how he learns?

The best kept secret in SPED, Title I, & RTI
TIME FOR ORTON-GILLINGHAM TO TAKE THE SPOT LIGHT
   Most college masters programs, in any area of education,  do not include comprehensive instruc-
tion in reading for dyslexics.  Yet, dyslexics or children with reading disorders make up 70-80% of the 
special education students.  It begins to explain why special education reading scores are so low.  
One should wonder how this happens.
   At the very best, most potential teachers will get just an overview in reading and reading instruction.  Very few 
colleges, if any teach one of the few methodologies proven by the International Dyslexia Association.  That being the 
Orton-Gillingham approach (OG); the very same approach used in all VoWacü lessons.  It is unfortunate that OG methods 
and strategies are taught only by private companies or certified individuals, and not colleges.  Institutions of higher learning 
would do well to recognize one of the most effective approaches available for SPED students.  It stands to reason why OG is 
becoming the approach of choice, not just in SPED programs, but in our regular classrooms as well.
   True research based proven methodologies for dyslexics are multi-sensory based. The original is Orton-Gillingham.  It is 
the same approach that VoWacü uses in its kindergarten through grade four word attack program.  In addition to word attack 
skills, VoWacü's spelling curriculum also uses the OG approach.
   There are many OG purist out there that will tell you that you can't use Orton-Gillingham without intensive training and 
consistent mentoring.  Although that would certainly be of great value and is highly recommended, it is often not practical.  
This is why VoWacü offers its OG based approach so that classroom teachers can begin using effective strategies in the 
classroom.  For almost an entire century, college teacher training programs and public schools have ignored the fact that OG 
methodology works for dyslexic children, AND children in our regular classrooms.  This line of thinking has been to the 
detriments of millions of children and society as a whole.  Again, VoWacü offer curriculum using the OG approach without 
having to attend special training and in-service.
  There are decades of research telling us what is necessary to prevent or remediate reading disabilities.  That very research 
tells us early identification combined with appropriate instruction can prevent or alleviate 70% to 95% of potential reading 
disabilities.  This means at-risk readers can become both accurate and fluent readers using research-based components 
and practices.
      Additional research also concludes that there is a huge gap 
      between research and  practice.  Teachers are not receiving the training they 
      need to deliver evidence-based instruction.  Studies show that 
          teachers have limited knowledge on reading disabilities and evidence-
      based reading instruction; however the majority feel confident in identifying 
                and instructing students with reading disabilities.  This is concerning if not 
         befuddling,  since we know that informed classroom instruction will only 
           happen with informed well-prepared teachers.  Teachers not only need 
             and but deserve preparation programs and instructional materials that 
             support them in developing expert skills and  knowledge of language 
           structure and its application.  They also need valid and reliable 
       assessment tools of reading and writing skills.  Teachers deserve 
        this – and so do our kids.
          In the RTI arena, there is a major discrepancy and 
        misunderstanding about research-based curriculum and 
         research-based instruction.  Research-based curriculum will have 
        some significant findings through test scores. Years of data show 
              the effectiveness of curriculum  This has been the general push in RTI.  
      First and foremost, research-based instruction -- not curriculum -- was the initial 
    intent toward RTI.  Unfortunately, beaurcracy found its way into the mix.
     The architects of RTI wanted teachers to use research-based 
    instruction - regardless of what curriculum was to be used.  In its simplest 
    form, if you are using some curriculum, some tool, some approach, with a child and it works 
    - that's your research.  It works!  Keep doing it.  On the other hand, if you are using 
    something and it is not successful - that is also your research - quit using it.  It doesn't work.  
    RTI practices intended a teacher to use whatever it takes to help a child succeed.  
       Approaches to RTI have been far over-analyzed.  Best rule of thumb.....K.I.S.S. - Keep It 
    Short and Simple.  The students receiving RTI services need various support at different 
    levels.  Sometimes simple can be real good thing.
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   The W•1•Z & W•1•D student workbooks are referred to as a perfect bond book.  Each 
book contains all of the students pages and End-of-Unit Tests in the back of the book.  Each 
page is perforated.  Some teachers tear out all of the pages at the beginning of the year.  
Some teachers leave it to the students.  We make every effort to get the perforations deep 
enough for easy tear-out.
   The worksheets for Level K are shipped in a shrink-wrapped packet of individual pages.  
They are NOT bound.  No perfs - no tearing.....but you have a packet of loose-leaf pages 
with which to contend.
   The question for first grade teachers............

WOULD YOU PREFER TO RECEIVE A PERFECT BOUND WORKBOOK?
OR

WOULD YOU PREFER TO RECEIVE SHRINK-WRAPPED INDIVIDUAL PACKETS?
   Your input and patronage is greatly valued and appreciated.  VoWacü prides itself on 
quality customer service.  Please return this card indicating your preference.  It will help us 
make future decisions.

{  I prefer a bound workbook.     {  I prefer a shrink wrapped packet.
Please choose which style of workbook and return to:

VoWacü Publishing Company, PO Box 75, Faulkton, SD, 57438

You can also email your response to vowac@vowac.com or fax this page to (605) 598•4545

_

_

Additional comments about workbooks: ________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Your opinion

matt
ers!

Your response will help 
VoWacü better meet 
your needs.  Please 
take a moment and 
provide some feedback.

Thank you!

_

Choosing curriculum without trying it out is almost like ordering food at a 
restaurant using the menu from next door.  You really don't know what you'll get.

   That won't happen with VoWacü.  Ever.  Before you order off our menu, VoWacü wants you to try the 
entree'.  We'll even give you the dessert - FREE WORKBOOKS!
   Our pilot program offers the use of teacher materials for two classrooms AND free workbooks (up to 18 per 
classroom  for two rooms.  That offer is VoWacü saying, "Here's almost $600 in workbooks.  Use them.  Compare 
the results with any other skills curriculum you're considering.  If you don't get better results - keep the $600!"
   We've offered this pilot since 1983, when VoWacü first started.  The challenge was simple.  If you can find 
something more effective - buy it.  We have yet to have a pilot returned where a school has told us they have 
something better.  That's almost 35 years of stepping up to the plate and batting a 1000!
   We'll loan your school at least two teacher kits, typically kindergarten and first, or first and second.  We'll 
provide the skills workbooks.  Your only up-front cost is the shipping and handling.  Use VoWacü for the entire 
school year.  If you don't find it to be the most effective skills supplement in your language arts curriculum, 
simply return the teaching materials at the end of your pilot year - no questions asked.
   When you do discover and decide that VoWacü is your skills program of choice, buy the teaching materials 
you have on loan, and let us help you build your VoWacü program from there.
   Don't worry if you aren't trained.  VoWacü also offers the use of our exclusive training DVD.  It will take you 
through all of the components of a typical lesson.  You will easily be able to complete the visual and auditory 
drills.  You'll have the latitude to teach VoWacü lessons that you will turn into your own.  Here's probably the 
best news yet - your students will acquire decoding skills unlike what you have ever seen before.
   Contact VoWacü today for details.  Email: vowac@vowac.com   Toll-free: 866 • 598 • 6922
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   You may have heard
this before: English is so 
filled with ridiculous ways 
to spell words that it's 
really a wonder any of us
can spell anything at all.
   Many readers are puzzled
by the rules and exceptions of spelling. Research has shown, however,
that learning to spell and learning to read rely on much of the same
underlying knowledge.
   Much about spelling is puzzling.  Many children have trouble spelling, but we 
do not know how many, or in relation to what standard, because state accountability 
assessments seldom include a direct measure of spelling competence.  Very few states have adopted 
standards specifying what students should be able to spell in any given grade.  State writing test may or 
may not score children on spelling accuracy.  It is usually factored in under "mechanical" skills.
   Learning to spell and learning to read relies on similar underlying knowledge, understanding the 
relationship between letters and sounds.  Specific and direct spelling instruction can be designed to help 
understand that key knowledge.  Improved spelling skills will create improved reading skills, along with 
improved fluency and comprehension.  After all, learning to spell will help students integrate information 
about speech sounds, print, and meaning.
   The strong relationship between spelling and writing allows writers to use less cognitive resources that will

be needed for higher levels of composition.  Writing is more of a mental juggling 
  act that depends on the automatic use of basic skills.  These include 
    handwriting, grammar, spelling, and punctuation.  Being able to do so will 
       allow a writer to keep track and focus on topic, organization,  choice 
  of words, and target audience.  Poor spellers spend more time 
   thinking about how to spell a word that they often lose train of 
     thought causing reduced verbal power.
        Learning to spell enhances children's reading and writing.  
   Children that have acquired strong spelling skills will better 
    understand English because they will have a better 
    understanding of roots, prefixes, suffixes; families of related 
   words.  This in turn will allow students to understand new and 
     unfamiliar words.  his becomes most valuable when students 
      enter into middle, junior high and high school.
         Those of us who are reasonably "good" spellers take for 
      granted the role spelling takes in our every day life; 
   alphabetizing, filing, sorting, using a dictionary, thesaurus, or a 
  phone book.  We have far less difficulty choosing from a list provided 
    by a spell-checker.  We are able to write notes that others can easily 
read and understand.  We also find it quite easy, if not quite enjoyable playing 
various board and family/group games.  ALL of these things are dependent on 
strong spelling skills.  These same skills prove to be most beneficial when 
completing job applications.  About 80% of the time, a job application is doomed 
because of spelling failure.
   The thing that accurate spelling does show is diligence. If you're willing to take 
the time to learn regardless and not irregardless and the difference between 
compliment and complement, then you're someone who cares about details 
and who will take time to check them. And if you're writing a job application, or 
a formal letter, or an article on spelling, then that matters a great deal.

English is filled with 
foreign words, 
multiple ways to spell 
the same sound, and 
general weirdness. 
We would do very well 
to consider all of that.

SPELLING, READING, & WRITING
All three use similar skill sets
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